what's left to resolve this puppy??

From: [email]@jstor.org>
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2010 2:37 PM
To: [email]@ithaka.org>
Subject: [JIRA] Commented: (OPS-1843) Quantify MIT Abuse Cases

---

jstor.org

commented on OPS-1843:

---

what's left to resolve this puppy??

---

What is left to resolve this puppy??

---

[ Key: OPS-1843 ]

[ URL: http://ithaka.org ]

[ Project: Operations ]

[ Issue Type: Task ]

[ Reporter: ]

[ Assignee: ]

[ Priority: Urgent ]

[ Attachments: mit_abuse_details.xlsx ]

---

is requesting a summary of both recent MIT abuse incidents to include...

[ Start / Stop times ]

[ # of articles downloaded ]

[ IPs of origin ]

[ affects on servers ]

[ ...any other relevant information as needed. ]

--

This message is automatically generated by JIRA.

If you think it was sent incorrectly contact one of the administrators:
http://ithaka.org

--

For more information on JIRA, see: http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira